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2ND QUARTER NEWSLETTER 
 

 “We are the strong voice of American business in Turkey” 

 



 

 

- Welcome New Members – 

 

 

Newell Brands (until the very recent acquisition of Jarden Corporation, the company was named 

Newell Rubbermaid) is an American worldwide marketer of consumer and commercial products. 

Newell Brands was originally established in 1903, currently has over 17,000 employees globally and 

it’s headquarter is located in Atlanta, Georgia, United States. Newell Brands has a wide portfolio of 

well-known global brands some of which include Rubbermaid food storage, home organization and 

reusable container products; Sharpie, Rotring, Expo Markers, PaperMate, Parker Pens, Prismacolor, Waterman, 

Berol, Dymo, Elmer's, Krazy Glue, Mr. Sketch stationary products; Aprica, Nuk, Baby Jogger and Graco children's products; Contigo 

and Bubba water bottles; Coleman outdoor products; Calphalon cookware and kitchen electrics; Sunbeam, Rival, Crock-Pot, Holmes, 

FoodSaver, Oster, Osterizer, Mr. Coffee small kitchen appliances; Yankee Candle candles; Goody hair care accessories. 

Diamond matches; Bicycle and Bee Playing Cards; First Alert alarm systems; Irwin, Lenox and Hilmor professional tools. What 

unites all Newell Brands’ businesses is a belief in brand-led growth, driven by an understanding of the constantly changing needs of 

its consumers and the ability to create products that win in the market by delivering superior performance, design and innovation. This 

commitment has enabled Newell Brands to build a strong competitive position in each of its categories as consumers worldwide trust 

and prefer its brands. 

 

 

 

With around 30,000 people working in approximately 70 countries, Takeda is a truly global 

partner for better health. By always putting people first, Takeda empowers employees so 

everyone can develop to his or her full potential. Takeda serves the needs of its patients, 

whenever they are. Takeda earns trust of society and customers through Takeda-ism. They are 

recognized as best in class because of agility and innovation, qualities that help the company 

build steady pipeline and deliver growth year on year. Takeda Turkey operates since 2009 in Turkey; the company is providing better 

health to patients in different therapeutic areas which are Oncology, Gastroenterology, Diabetes, Respiratory and Pain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.newellbrands.com/Pages/Index.aspx
http://betterhealth.takeda.com/


– Member News – 
 

 

 

Amway 
Amway Turkey is the Main Sponsor of the Turkish Women Volleyball Team at 2016 FIVB World Grand Prix 

Sponsored by Amway, the Turkish Women Volleyball Team played at 2016 FIVB 

(Federation of International Volleyball) World Grand Prix. The 2016 FIVB Volleyball 

World Grand Prix is the 24th edition of the annual women's international volleyball 

tournament played by 28 countries from 3 June to 10 July 2016.   

 

 

 

Baker & McKenzie  
Series of Workshops Held on Data Protection Law  

In April and May, Baker & McKenzie Istanbul hosted a series of workshops, led by 

Hakki Can Yildiz, on Turkey's new Data Protection Law. The Istanbul office also 

hosted partners from Baker & McKenzie's Baku office, who presented a comprehensive 

overview of new regulations in Azerbaijan and their effects on the investment climate 

there. Representatives of the Istanbul office also attended a conference on legal pro bono in Turkey, which was the first of its kind in 

Istanbul and involved many important local stakeholders from the legal and non-profit sectors.   

 Esin Attorney Partnership advises Acibadem on the acquisition of Tokuda Hospital and merger with City Clinic to 

become leading private healthcare operator in Bulgaria.  

 

Becton Dickinson   
BD Once Again on Fortune 500 List 

BD continues to keep its organic growth by jumping 60 spots from #338 on the 2015 list to #278 in 

2016 on Fortune 500 list, in which BD has been placed for the last 22 years. This stable rising is 

reflecting BD’s strategy of accelerating growth through innovation, driving operating 

effectiveness, and strengthening organizational and associate capabilities. BD continuously 

develops technologies and provides innovative solutions that have great impacts on patient and 

healthcare worker safety. In line with BD’s pioneer role in healthcare safety, the company is also 

#26 on Fortune’s Change the World list by making work places safer for the globe’s healthcare 

workers. BD keeps its commitment to Advancing the world of health by following sustainability 

strategy and goals for 2020 to address many of the world’s most pressing and evolving health needs. 

 

Brink’s 
Launch of Secure Logistics Office at the Istanbul Ataturk Free Trade Zone 

Brink’s exclusively launched the first secure logistics office at the Istanbul Ataturk 

Free Trade Zone in Turkey to support high value commodities and the Diamond & 

Jewelry Sectors. By combining 155+ years of expertise in secure global logistics 

with this new and exclusive service, Brink’s will enhance the ability to securely and 

transparently trade within Turkey for both international and local customers. Within 

the Free Trade Zone, Brink’s will be able to support both short and long term 

storage requirements and also provide high value pick & pack services to its 

customers, enabling them to benefit from significant operational advantages the Free 

Trade Zone brings. 

 

Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Ranked #2 by Business Insider  

Business Insider just released its annual list of the 50 best companies to work for in America, based on 

exclusive data from PayScale, a compensation software and data company. Data used for the list was 

collected from employees who completed PayScale's employee survey. PayScale surveyed employees 

in the US (not including territories such as Puerto Rico or Guam) who work at companies that appeared 

on the 2015 Fortune 500 list. To calculate scores for the companies, PayScale used six criteria: high job 

satisfaction, low job stress, ability to telecommute, high job meaning, experienced median pay, and 

salary delta. After accumulating all of this data, PayScale standardized it and plugged it into their 

scoring system. The first 5 ranked companies are listed as follows: 1.Google; 2.Bristol-Myers Squibb; 

3.Symantec; 4.Southern Co.; 5.Facebook.   

 

 

http://www.esin.av.tr/2016/04/22/esin-attorney-partnership-advises-acibadem-on-the-acquisition-of-tokuda-hospital-and-merger-with-city-clinic-to-become-leading-private-healthcare-operator-in-bulgaria/
http://www.esin.av.tr/2016/04/22/esin-attorney-partnership-advises-acibadem-on-the-acquisition-of-tokuda-hospital-and-merger-with-city-clinic-to-become-leading-private-healthcare-operator-in-bulgaria/
http://fortune.com/fortune500/becton-dickinson-278
http://www.businessinsider.com/payscale-best-companies-to-work-for-in-america-2016-4


 

Cargill  
Cargill Volunteers Celebrated Earth Day… 

Earth Day is celebrated globally every April 22
nd

 and promotes worldwide support for 

environmental protection. Cargill is among the companies which promote local volunteering 

and employee engagement in projects that advance environmental sustainability from April 

22
nd

 through World Environment Day on June 5
th

. Cargill employees around the world 

participated in the company’s largest environment-focused employee volunteering program 

this year too. A series of projects were realized in different locations, from planting 300 

seedlings in Kenya to helping improve soil acidity in the Netherlands. In Turkey “Earth Day 

Every Day” was also celebrated with the efforts of volunteer employees in two different 

locations. A seminar was held for school kids to create awareness on the importance of water 

supplies in Balıkesir, while irrigation and tree caring were done at Cargill Memorial Fest in Bursa/Orhangazi with the ultimate goal of 

contributing to the improvement of communities where we live and work. 

 

Citibank  
Panel Session: "Opportunities for Turkey in a Changing World" 
Citibank organized a panel session with a focus on Turkey's potential in the changing global 

environment. The event that attracted 100+ attendees, was hosted by Mrs. Serra Akcaoglu, AmCham 

Turkey/ABFT Chairwoman and Citibank Turkey CEO and Board Member and Mark Merlino, Global 

Head of Global Subsidiaries Group at Citi. AmCham Turkey/ABFT Board Members Canan Ozsoy, 

GE Turkey President and CEO and Ihsan Necipoglu, Dow Turkey & Central Asia General Manager, 

attended Citi's "Opportunities for Turkey in a Changing World" event as panelists.  

 

 

General Electric 
GE empowers students within "Girls Are Coding" initiative to accelerate digital transformation in Turkey 

With the goal to accelerate digital transformation in Turkey and contribute to the 

development of future women engineers, GE provided a basic programming training 

course for 100 school girls aged 9 to 11 years as part of the initiative "Girls are Coding" at 

Turkey Innovation Center on June 13
th

 and 14
th

. Two-hour training sessions organized as 

part of "Girls are Coding" were provided by a team of teachers consisting of computer 

engineers and IT technologies teachers working for Robincode. Thirty successful students 

were entitled to attend a summer school involving 16-hour training in total over the course 

of two weeks. Developing their algorithm skills by learning IT technologies, Internet 

Security, Digital Citizen and Basic Coding, school girls were registered at Cisco 

Networking System and had an opportunity to receive an online "Get Connected" course and certificate free-of-charge; to register for 

the training sessions to be organized for "Hour of Code" Turkey and receive support; and to be part of a global initiative. Canan M. 

Özsoy, President & CEO, GE Turkey said, "Pursuing its commitment to become the largest digital industrial company in the world as 

it set five years ago, GE established GE Digital last year by taking the required actions. In line with this vision, our priorities include 

leading digital transformation in the world and preparing new generations for the future's business world”.  

 

Goodyear 

Award to Goodyear’s “Youth Action in Traffic” Project!  
Goodyear’s “Youth Action in Traffic” Project awarded at HİÇ (PR Works Awards) organized by Bursa 

Public Relations Association. Goodyear is chosen as the best in the CSR category at the event which 

took place on April 21 in Bursa. The project has been run under the umbrella of the Traffic 

Responsibility Action, which is carried out under the coordination of the Turkish Ministry of Transport, 

Maritime Affairs and Communications with the support of TÜVTÜRK Vehicle Inspection Stations. 

Moreover, “Young Ideas for Traffic” competition was held to create awareness among high school 

students. The final results and awards ceremony of the competition took place on May 25 in Antalya.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Honeywell 
Three Turkish High School Students at the Honeywell Leadership Challenge Academy 

Honeywell Leadership Challenge Academy (HLCA), the unique scholarship program run by 

Honeywell hosted 3 Turkish high school students this year. Developed in partnership with 

the U.S. Space & Rocket Center (USSRC), the program is designed to encourage high 

school students from around the world to pursue science, technology, engineering and math 

related careers. The program offers 2 consecutive week-long programs from February 20 to 

March 4, 2016, at USSRC in Huntsville, Ala. This year, 320 students from 36 countries and 

30 U.S. states and territories attend the Honeywell Leadership Challenge Academy. “Many 

of the world’s most exciting and in-demand careers are based in science, technology, 

engineering and math related areas. As Honeywell, our goal is to inspire today’s students to 

become the next generation of engineers and scientists who can address the challenges of 

tomorrow and improve quality of life,” said Orhan Genis, President, Honeywell Turkey & Central Asia. “With HLCA, we help these 

exceptional students from Turkey to develop confidence in their leadership skills and envisage a successful path for their future.”  

 

Johnson & Johnson 
Johnson & Johnson Earned the #1 Spot at the Most Respected Companies List  

Barron’s Magazine, one of the most reputable and reliable news sources for 

investors, issues top 100 most respected companies of the world every year. On 

Barron’s 2016 list, Johnson & Johnson earned the number one spot. The ranking is 

prepared on the basis of a poll which asks investment specialists to share their views 

about the world’s largest publicly traded companies. Participants of the survey 

choose one of the four options related with the companies: highly respected, respected, somewhat respected or not respected. As a 

consequence, Johnson & Johnson ranked number one and moreover, it did not receive any “don’t respect” vote, which is a rare 

achievement. This honor is meaningful considerably in terms of company’s corporate reputation and it will ensure that the leading 

healthcare company gains and protects support and trust of its shareholders.  

 

Korn Ferry  
Korn Ferry Completes Acquisition of Hay Group 

Korn Ferry, the preeminent global people and organizational advisory firm has 

completed its acquisition of Hay Group. Through the talent, capabilities and insights of 

Hay Group, Korn Ferry now has an unrivalled ability to address the entire talent 

continuum, a move that affirms the critical role that people and leadership play in 

driving organizational performance. The combination of two firms brings together 

nearly 7,000 talented professionals globally. Korn Ferry will serve clients through three 

business lines – Executive Search, Hay Group (which now includes Korn Ferry’s 

former Leadership and Talent Consulting segment) and Futurestep. Korn Ferry and Hay 

Group Turkey teams celebrated the integration together with their clients with a spirited 

event at Spago Restaurant on 2
nd

 of June.  

 

Microsoft  
CSR Program Has Reached 4528 Children in 21 Cities of Turkey  

With the collaboration of Microsoft, Finansbank and Habitat Association, 

“Minik Parmaklar Geleceği Programlıyor” program has reached 4528 

children in 21 cities of Turkey. The computer science education program 

has been designed to teach children the basics of coding and leverage the 

STEM education curriculum in Turkey. On May 30
th

, the project received 

the “Special Jury Award” at the Altın Pusula contest annually organized 

by the Turkish Public Relations Association. 

 
 

Miyamoto International Turkey 

                      New Era in Seismic Isolation  
Regarding seismic hazard in Istanbul, Miyamoto International Turkey sponsored the event of “New 

Era in Seismic Isolation” organized by Fortune Turkey on 15
th

 June 2016 in Istanbul. The purpose 

of the event was to inform the society about the new developments in seismic isolation technology. 

Miyamoto Turkey President Yusuf Zahit Gundoğdu was an invited speaker on “New Applications 

on Seismic Isolation: Data Centers and High-rise Buildings”. Read more on the key items 

discussed at the event.  

http://www.fortuneturkey.com/sismik-izolasyonda-yeni-donem-35113#popup


Moroğlu Arseven  
Moroğlu Arseven Receives Top Tier Ranking for Intellectual Property by “The Legal 500” in 2016 Awards,  

Plus Recognition for Seven Other Practice Areas and Eight Individuals 
“The Legal 500” awarded rankings to Moroğlu Arseven in 8 

categories for 2016, also recognizing Işık Özdoğan individually as a 

Leading Individual in the Intellectual Property field. The 2016 

rankings see Moroğlu Arseven move to Tier 1 for Intellectual 

Property. The firm also expands its recognition from “The Legal 500” to now also include IT and Telecommunications, being ranked 

in Tier 2. “The Legal 500” individually recognizes eight team members for their work across a diverse range of practice areas. In 

2016, “The Legal 500” ranks Moroğlu Arseven in Tier 1 for Intellectual Property, Tier 2 for Dispute Resolution, Energy and 

IT/Telecommunications, Tier 3 for Corporate and M&A, as well as Employment and Tier 4 for Banking, Finance, and Capital 

Markets, as well as Competition.  

 Işık Özdoğan Ranked in Top 250 Women Globally by Managing Intellectual Property 

 Moroğlu Arseven and Individual Team Members Recognized in Chambers & Partners Europe 2016 Rankings 

 Moroğlu Arseven is Pleased to Announce that Gökçe İzgi and Ezgi Baklacı have been Elected to Partner  

 

Philip Morris / Sabancı   
Enrique Jimenez Shared His Experience at the Panel Session:  

“Creating an Inclusive and Supportive Work Environment”  
Enrique Jimenez, Philip Morris/Sabancı Managing Director, attended Sustainable Brands 2016 Conference 

held on May 26, 2016 in Swissotel Istanbul. In the plenary session titled “Creating an Inclusive and 

Supportive Work Environment”, Enrique Jimenez answered questions of panel moderator Dünya 

Newspaper Editor in Chief Hakan Güldağ. Sharing his experience, Jimenez talked about Diversity & 

Inclusion at Philip Morris/Sabancı and the company’s efforts to create an inclusive and supportive work 

environment. Underlying that Diversity & Inclusion is not some “trendy topic” for PM Turkey, Jimenez 

said it lies at the very foundation of the company’s business success. He also mentioned that it is a long 

journey, it is not a project with a deadline, but it is a shared process which, in order to be sustainable, has to 

be ingrained in the very DNA of the organization, at all levels. Having made significant progress in the 

“Diversity and Inclusion” journey it is on, 7 out of 12 members of Philip Morris/Sabancı Top Management 

are currently women. Philip Morris International is becoming more and more focused on gender balance, a 

multi-generational work force and cultural diversity.  

 

                                                  UPS 

                                              UPS Named One of Turkey’s Most Ethical Companies 
UPS, a global leader in logistics, has been awarded the ETIKA 2015 award as one of the 

most ethical companies in Turkey by EDMAR (Ethical Values Center in Turkey).  "As UPS 

Turkey, we are proud to receive the ETIKA 2015 award," said Ufku Akaltan, UPS Turkey 

Country Manager: "UPS culture is based in maintaining high ethics. We believe our success 

is dependent on the balance of social, economic and environmental aspects of our business, 

and time has proven that our efforts in these areas give us improved efficiencies, employee 

pride, customer loyalty and brand equity." 

 

Xerox  
Xerox Attended Drupa 2016 Fair 

Xerox Turkey attended Drupa 2016 Fair that was organized in Düsseldorf, Germany between 

May 31 and June 10, 2016. The fair attracted more than 260.000 visitors including 5.000 

printing industry professionals and press members from Turkey. Xerox introduced its new 

production inkjet presses to the printing industry with the theme “Let the Work Flow”. The 

company featured 160 printing applications, including personalized packaging and customized 

catalog production. Printing firms from Turkey showed great interest to Xerox’s new products. 

Xerox Turkey recorded strong sales across its production product line at Drupa 2016, 

including the new Xerox Trivor™ 2400 Inkjet Press and cut-sheet Xerox Brenva™ HD 

Production Inkjet Press. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.morogluarseven.com/news/isik-ozdogan-ranked-top-250-women-globally-managing-intellectual-property
http://www.morogluarseven.com/news/moroglu-arseven-individual-team-members-recognized-chambers-partners-europe-2016-rankings
http://www.morogluarseven.com/news/moroglu-arseven-pleased-announce-gokce-izgi-ezgi-baklaci-elected-partner


 

 

–  Meetings & Activities – 

 
April 19 | Security Briefing with U.S. Consulate General Istanbul & U.S. Department of State Officials  
As part of its briefing events, AmCham Turkey/ABFT held a security briefing meeting for its member companies at Deloitte Values 

House, Maslak with the attendance of Anton Kort, Regional Security Officer at the U.S. Consulate General Istanbul and Kat Plitsyna, 

Regional Analyst (Europe & Eurasia) at the Overseas Security Advisory Council of the U.S. Department of State.    

 

April 19 | Meeting with Burçin Özer, General Secretary at the Turkish Clothing Manufacturers Association  
On April 19

th
, AmCham Turkey/ABFT attended a meeting with Burçin Özer, General Secretary at the Turkish Clothing 

Manufacturers Association for discussions on potential cooperation opportunities amongst the organizations.   

 

April 20 | Special Luncheon with Şirin Payzın at the Swiss Chamber of Commerce 
AmCham Turkey/ABFT Executive Director Elif Demircan attended a special luncheon on "Women's Employment in Turkey: 

Challenges and Opportunities" organized by the Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Turkey. The luncheon was moderated by Şirin 

Payzın, TV Presenter and Editor at CNN Turk with the honorable attendance of Ms Monika Schmutz Kırgöz, Consul General of 

Switzerland and Arpat Şenocak, President of the Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Turkey.  

 
April 22 | Attendance at U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Travel, Tourism and Infrastructure Working Group 

Strategy Meeting 
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s U.S.-Turkey Business Council organized a private industry roundtable meeting with 

representatives of U.S. businesses operating in travel, tourism and infrastructure sectors in Turkey at Marriott Istanbul. The meeting 

which was moderated by Jennifer Miel, Executive Director at U.S.-Turkey Business Council featured discussions about opportunities 

and challenges across the sectors.  

 
April 25 | EU-Turkey High-Level Economic Dialogue & FDI Conference  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT Executive Director Elif Demircan attended “EU- Turkey High Level Economic Dialogue” meeting at Hilton 

Istanbul, following the Turkey-EU Summit of 29 November 2015 which marked a new beginning yielding concrete results. The 

meetings, which was co-chaired by Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet Şimşek and Vice President of the European Commission Jyrki 

Katainen, was followed by “Foreign Direct Investments and Investment Climate in Turkey” conference. Both of these events were co-

organized by Under-Secretariat of Treasury, EU Delegation to Turkey and Ministry of EU Affairs in cooperation with the Union of 

Chambers and Commodity Exchanges in Turkey (TOBB) and Economic Policy Research Foundation of Turkey (TEPAV). 

 

       
     
 

April 27 | Seminar on “Law on the Protection of Personal Data”  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT held its Data Protection Seminar at Baker & McKenzie premises for 

information exchange and timely update of ABFT members on the “Draft Law on Data Protection 

in Turkey”. The seminar featured the presentations of Attorneys Hakki Can Yildiz and Can Sozer at 

Baker & McKenzie on the provisions and regulations that the law brings and the issues that 

companies potentially face in the process. 30+ members attended the event.   

 

April 28 | Meeting with ISPAT  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT Executive Director Elif Demircan held a meeting with Mehmet Tangut, Project Coordinator at the 

Investment Support and Promotion Agency of Turkey (ISPAT) for following up the topics that have been jointly studied. 

  

 



May 2 | Meeting with U.S. Commercial Service and Istanbul Chamber of Commerce  
On May 2

nd
, AmCham Turkey/ABFT Executive Director Elif Demircan attended a meeting with Ebru Olcay, Senior Commercial 

Specialist at the U.S. Consulate General Istanbul and Tülay Bahçetepe, Coordinator of Transnational Relations at İTO (Istanbul 

Chamber of Commerce) for discussions on potential cooperation areas for both organizations with special emphasis on joint events.   

 

May 3 | AmCham’s Women Leadership Network: Executive Mentorship Program 

Feedback Meeting  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT’s women leaders attended “Executive Mentorship Program” feedback 

meeting at Baker & McKenzie premises after successfully completing the first round of the program 

between April 2015 and May 2016. Year-end feedback meeting was held for the further improvement 

of the program that aims to bring the best leadership development experience to women at all stages of 

their careers.  

 

May 6 | AmCham’s Women Leadership Network: Panel at Adana Science and Technology University   
AmCham Turkey/ABFT, in cooperation with Adana Science and Technology University (BTU) and Abdullah Gul University (AGU), 

held a Panel at Adana Science and Technology University premises in Adana within the scope of AmCham’s Women Leadership 

Network program. The interactive Panel session featured the speeches of AmCham women leaders Gulru Atak, Head of Treasury & 

Trade Solutions, Assistant General Manager at Citibank Turkey and Özge Coşkun, Head of Operation & Technology, Assistant 

General Manager at Citibank Turkey. 50+ BTU students attended the event.  

 

      
 

May 9-12 | AmChams in Europe 2016 Conference  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT Executive Director Elif Demircan attended the USA 

Conference of the AmChams in Europe (ACE) network  in Washington, DC on 

May 9 -13. The ACE delegation included representatives from 35 AmChams in 

Europe. The central part of this year’s conference was on digital economy and the 

issue of protection of data privacy. Additionally, the discussion on opportunities 

and challenges for U.S. business in Europe was held, with a special emphasis on 

the discussion on TTIP. The key speakers at the conference included Bruce 

Andrews, Deputy Secretary of Commerce; Michael A. Lally, Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of Commerce for Europe, the Middle East and Africa; key 

representatives from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce; representatives 

from Overseas Security Advisory Council and also top management from PayPal, Google, MasterCard, Ford, FedEx and Dow 

Chemical. 

 

May 16 | Roundtable with Holly Vineyard, Principle Deputy Assistant Secretary at the U.S. Commercial Service 
AmCham Turkey/ABFT, in collaboration with the U.S. Commercial Service in Turkey, hosted a roundtable meeting with Holly 

Vineyard, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Global Markets at the U.S. Department of Commerce at Baker & McKenzie 

premises. Holly Vineyard will be leading the “Transportation Technologies Trade Mission to Turkey” scheduled to take place during 

September 2016, which will include U.S. companies in material/equipment/technology/services providers in the transportation 

industry, including airports and infrastructure companies with specific focus on transportation projects. Ms. Vineyard informed 

AmCham members on the upcoming Trade Mission to Turkey and how U.S. companies may benefit by participating. 

    

May 18 | Meeting with Darüşşafaka Society  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT Executive Director Elif Demircan held a meeting with Pelin Kabalak, General Secretary at Darüşşafaka 

Society for introduction of both organizations’ activities to each other and discussion of potential cooperation areas beneficial for both 

sides.  

 

 

 



May 25 | FT Turkey Summit 2016  
As a supporting partner of the FT Turkey Summit 2016, AmCham Turkey/ABFT attended the Summit that took place at the 

InterContinental Istanbul. The Summit brought together international investors, senior government officials and leading private sector 

leaders, including AmCham Turkey/ABFT members, for discussions on the significant role of Turkey on the global stage and the 

positive shifts in the economic landscape that draw investors into the region. 
 

                
 

 

May 31 | “U.S. Marketing Opportunities and Market Entrance Seminar”  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT, in cooperation with the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce (ITO) and U.S. Consulate General, organized “U.S. 

Marketing Opportunities and Market Entrance Seminar” at ITO premises. The event that has attracted 100+ Turkish firms interested 

in doing business with U.S., covered topics such as exporting to U.S., how U.S. Commercial Service assist Turkish companies work 

with U.S. companies, PFS finance, types of investments in U.S., double taxation and business and investment visas. Neil Pickett, 

Commercial Officer, U.S. & Foreign Commercial Service at U.S. Department of Commerce made the opening speech of the seminar 

together with ITO representatives.   

        

June 1 | "Istanbul on the World Stage” - Breakfast Meeting with Jeremy Kelly, Regional Director of Global 

Research, JLL  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT and its member Jones Lang LaSalle jointly organized a breakfast meeting for its members with the keynote 

speaker of Jeremy Kelly, JLL’s Regional Director of Global Research at JLL Turkey’s Head Office. The event focused on JLL’s 

recent report “Istanbul on the World Stage” which highlights that Istanbul now sits firmly among Europe's 'Big Four' megacities – 

alongside London, Moscow and Paris. Following the welcoming remarks of Dilek Mutus, AmCham Turkey/ABFT Board Member 

and Wells Fargo Executive VP and GFI Head, TRAMS, Jeremy Kelly took the stage for his presentation on Istanbul being the most 

improved Emerging World City over the past five years on a range of performance indicators and JLL's Index of Commercial 

Attraction that sees Istanbul ranking among the world's top 20 most important business hubs. Executives from various sectors attended 

this interactive event. 

 

 

 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



June 1 | 2
nd

 Women Directors Meeting at Conrad  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT attended the “2

nd
 Women Directors Meeting” organized by the Independent Women Directors (IWD) at 

Conrad Istanbul. IWD Project, which is a member of Global Board Ready Women Initiative, aims to help Turkish women to hold 

more senior roles in the corporate world leading to have more influence on setting the corporate agenda and eventually have more say 

on the national socio-political roadmap. The networking event featured discussions about the possible ways to increase senior 

management roles for women at the corporate world.    

  
June 6 | Meeting with DEIK (Foreign Economic Relations Board of Turkey)  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT held a meeting with Merih Kepez, Regional Coordinator and Murat Can Menteş, Business Council Assistant 

Coordinator at DEIK for discussion on potential cooperation areas between the organizations regarding future events and activities.  

 
June 7 | Meeting with MEB & ISO   
AmCham Turkey/ABFT held a meeting with representatives from the Ministry of Education and the Istanbul Chamber of Industry for 

discussions on areas of cooperation beneficial for both sides with special emphasis on the school-industry cooperation model, the 

curriculum at the technical high schools and Erasmus internship project.   

 
June 15 | Meeting with SADER Representatives 
On June 15

th
, AmCham Turkey/ABFT, within the scope of its Healthcare Committee activities, attended SADER’s (Healthcare 

Products Manufacturers and Representatives Association) monthly meeting in Ankara. The meeting featured discussions about the 

association’s policy advocacy strategy given recent updates and policy developments in the medical devices industry.  

  
June 16 | AmCham Turkey/ABFT Ankara Meetings 
On June 16

th
, AmCham Turkey/ABFT held a meeting with Ozan Acar, Head of Sectors and Entrepreneurship Development at the 

Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB) for discussions on mutual cooperation between respective 

Committees of the associations. Another meeting with Selin Memis, Program Director of Innovation Studies at Economic Policy 

Research Foundation of Turkey (TEPAV) featured introductions of both sides’ activities to each other and discussions on poten tial 

cooperation areas of mutual interest for both institutions.   

 

June 21 | AmCham’s Women Leadership Network: Executive Mentorship Program Training   
AmCham Turkey/ABFT, in collaboration with the Women Leadership Network’s (WLN) key stakeholders Korn Ferry Turkey and 

European Mentoring and Coaching Council (EMCC) Turkey, organized mentorship orientation training for the mentors and mentees 

of WLN’s executive mentorship program at JLL Turkey’s Head Office.  

 

   
 

June 21 | Attendance at YASED’s “2016 World Investment Report of UNCTAD” Press Conference 
AmCham Turkey/ABFT attended YASED’s 2016 UNCTAD World Investment Report Press Conference held at Shangri-La 

Bosphorus, Istanbul. The report, published annually by UNCTAD, shows that Turkey has attracted foreign direct investments (FDI) of 

16.5 billion dollars in 2015 with an increase of 36% compared to the previous year. Compared to 2014, Turkey has gone up 2 places 

in the overall ranking and 4 places among the developing countries, becoming the 20
th

 and 8
th

 country that most attracts FDI in 

respective categories. 

 
June 24 | Meeting with Make a Wish Foundation   
AmCham Turkey/ABFT held a meeting with Zeynep Ürkün, General Manager at Make a Wish Foundation for discussion on areas of 

potential cooperation beneficial for both sides. 

 

June 28 | Meeting with WEConnect International  
AmCham Turkey/ABFT held a meeting with Nilay Celik, Turkey Representative of WEConnect International, a global initiative that 

helps women-owned businesses to succeed in global value chains. The meeting focused on discussions on areas of cooperation 

between the two organizations.   

 

 



 

 

 

 

AmCham Turkey/ABFT New Team Member 
 

 

We are pleased to announce that Tugce Duzen has joined AmCham Turkey/ABFT as Office Management & 

Membership Services Assistant effective June 2016. Tugce was born in Istanbul and earned her Bachelor’s 

degree on European Union Relations Department from Bahcesehir University. Before joining ABFT, she 

completed her internships at European Union Relations Information Center, Economic Development 

Foundation and AmCham Turkey/ABFT.  

 

 

 

AmCham Turkey/ABFT’s organizational structure is as follows:  

 

- Elif Demircan, Executive Director 

- Cagla Cavusoglu, Policy Manager (cagla.cavusoglu@amchamturkey.com) 

- Pinar Islak, Communications Manager (pinar.islak@amchamturkey.com)  

- Tugce Duzen, Office Management & Membership Services Assistant (tugce.duzen@amchamturkey.com)    
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